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ABSTRACT

The technical report presents a chapter outline and
thesis summary of an investigation of social science research
institutes in American universities. The bulk of the report presents
the thesis in four sections. Section I proposes a typology of
organized social research units (OSRUs) in the 11 universities
studied. Dimensions used to classify the OSRUs are location, type of
program, program orientation, and organizational unit. The _second
section summarizes the thesis: that OSRUs repreSent_the embodiment of
research function in the quality university, a. reduction .in time
devoted by social science faculty to teaching, and an increase in the
research effort of academic social scientists. The third section
summarizes constraints inherent in the university context which face
any effort .to develop OSRUs, such as administrative policies,
organization of OSRUs, choice of director, and recruitment of staff.
The final section summarizes requirements for the creation and
operation of successful OSRUs. Requirements include developing a
power base which enables the unit to be sQlf-sustaining and an image
as an organization which consistently produces high quality research,
financial support, leadership, and good management. The OSRUs should
also be located near other researchers. (Author/DB)
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OVERVIEW

This is the final tedhnical report for NIE Grant Number NE-G-000024, Project Number 3-09280

This report consists of a chapter outline

nd a summary of the ma or thesise
The main difference between this report and that of Septaniber
1975,* is that the chapter outline reflects a decision to organize

the body of the report in terms of types of organized social research
units rather than in terms of the individual univergities and individual
CERU which were intensively studied0
the decision to clasSify OSRU0

This is a logi -1 extension of

The decision to classify OSRU followed

from the recognition that the OSRU in the univrersities studied consti-

tuted a universe of great diversity

A second difference is that the

outline for each chapter is more detailed than it was for the previous
report.

This greater detail does not alter the strar3r of the major

thesis°

Detailed presentation of the final argument is not yet c
Although not ready for submition with this report- the detailed restilts

f this project Shauld ultimately became available to the interested
audiences through publication in academic and other journals.
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II. FROM= OUTLIN1 FOR COMPLETED
A.

üJECT

Parposes and Method

1. Paroses
iversitiee
Autonomy of urdversity sccial science components
as focal problem
Social and intellectual change:in such components as
subsidiary problem
Uses of such components as subsidiary problem
30
OZiganized Social Research Units (OSRU)
1. As focus for study of autonomy
2. As instances of sOcial and intellectual change in social
science components, or AS efforts to induce such
hange
As instances of the uses of the university
2.

Universities stiiied
Extensive study of eight universities
Intensive, qualitative, study of three unIversIties
b* Typoloor of Organized Social Researth Units
1. Typological dimensions
2. Typology
Problems represented by different tyTes
3.
4. Types to be studied
(a) Departmental units which facilitate disciplinary
research
(b) Autonomous professional school units focusei on
social problems
(c) Independent autónombts units'focused on inter
disciplinary research
(d) Lndependent Autonomous units focused on social
problems or policy research
co
Analytical perspective on CSRU studied
U as organizations
Environments of OSRU
(a) The university
b) The disciplines and professinnal fields
(c) Research sponsoring organizations
Autonomy of OSRU
(a) Social and intellectual change
(b) Uses
4, OSRU as negotiated order
50 Organizational incentive* and negotla
6.
OSRU founding AS negotiation
CSRUamanagament as negotiation
7.
a.

1.
2.

Departmental CSRU Which FaCilitate Disciplina- Research
OSRU Founding as Negotiation
Initiation of discussion

Ao
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pcsED Ot?LIN FOR C4PLXW OJT
b.

0.

20

ant)

Negotiations
1. Arena for negotiations
2.
Participants
Negotiations
(a) issues
(b) alternatives
Establishment of units
1. Coalition responsible for establishment
2* Design of unit emerging from faunaing
(a) purposes: official and unoffidal
(b) resources Vested in,- and withheld froi unit
(c) understandings on leadership and membership
61) understandings on program

Management of CSRU as Negotiation
a.
Negotiations on Leadership Choice
1. Arena for negotiations
2.
Participants
3* Negotiations
(a) issues
(b) alternatives
(c) choice
4. Incentives offered to leadership
be
Negotiations on Staff Recruitment
1. Arena for negotiations
2. ,Farticipants
Negotiations
3c
(a) issues
(b) alternatives
(c) choices
4.
Staff-Chit "contra t": official and unofficial understandings
5.
Incentives offered to staff
Negotiations on Research program
10
Program
(a) Official definition
(b) Arena for definition
(c) Participants
(1)
Negotiations
(1) issues
(2) alternatives
(0) Official and unofficial understandings on research
program definitions
20
Projects As Negotiated
(a) Arena for rlefinition of projects
(b) Participants
(c) Negotiations on project definitions
(1) The importance of incentives
(2) Research sponsor incentives
(3) Incentives of OSRU
(4) Incentives of Tenure-granting unit

Totman
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II.

PROPOSED ourLINE FCR CCMPLETED PROJECT

nt)

((a) Negotiations on project implementation
(1) Key role of staff
(2) Importance of OSRU leadership
(3) Importance of OSRU resourees

Autonomy, Change, and Uses as Viewed Through Facilitative
Departmental OSRU
a.

Autonomy
1.. Mese OSRU and Their University Environments
(a) Parent Department as most important university
environment of such OSRU
(b) Congruence between goals of such OSRU=and their
parent departments
(c) Complementarity of OSRU and Departmental incentives
These CSRU and Their Sponsor Environments
(a) Potential incongruity between federal program goals
and OSRU goals
(b) Sponsor interest as key constraint on nutonemY of

b.
c.

Change is not implied by such units
Usen of such umits
1: Disciplinary cateers
2. Disciplinary research

suoh mau

C.

Autonanous Professional School Units Focused on Social Problems
Sections 1 and 2 of this chapter _re the same as Sections 1
and 2 of the proceeding chapter (00 Section 3 differs from
Section 3 of the preneeding cha :or as follows:
3.

Autonomy, Change, and Uses Viewed Through Autonomous
Professional School-OSRU Focused on Social Iiroblems
a. Autonany
li These OSRU and Their University Environments'
(a) 7arent School as most important university
'environment of such-OSRU
Congruence between goals of such CSRU and their
parent schools
(c) Compimentarity of OSRU and school incentives
(1) Academic individualism as a 1ey constraint on such
CSRU
Those MU and Their Sponsor Environments
(a) Potential congruity between federal prokram g-_ls
and the goals of sueh OSRU
b, Sponsor interest not necessarily a constraint
on autonomy of such OSRU
Social and Intellectual Change
1.
Successfal units represent change from academic individualism to collectivism
2.
Major impediment to such change is persistence of
academic individualism (see Id just above)
USOS
1.
2,

Tomah

Advancement of professional careers
Advancement of professional fields

7

UTLINE FCR C

ED PROJECT (cant

Independent Autonomous Units Focused on interdiscipli_
Research
Sections 1 and 2 of this chapter outline are the same as
1 and 2 of the preceeding cha
r (B) outline. Section
from Section 3 of the preceeding cha er as follows:
3.

ons

ers

Autonomy, Changes, and Uses Viewed Throui Independent
Autonanous Interdi ciplinary Units
a.

AutonOMY
1. These OSRU and Their University Environments
(a) The impok-tance of universitY 1,01107

b.

(b) The established'departments and schools as the
most important university environments of such
units
(e) Incontruence between goals of such CSRU and these
other units
61) Noncomplementarity of CSRU incentives and those
of established schools and departments
(e) main constraints on the autonomy of such wilts
in the university context
(1) academic individualism
(2) goals and incentives of established intellectual
.and budgetary jurisdictions - basically
constraint is disciplinary and professional
field specialism
These CSRy and Their Sponsor Environments
(a) Sponsor interests may constrain autonomy of
these units
Change Represented by: Such Units
1.'
Academic individualism to Collectivism
2: Disciplinary and Profesdbnal specialism to
Ordisciplinary specialism
Uses of Such Units
1: Advances interdisci-

20Advances interdiStiginary
ndent

Autonomous Problem-Fo,-cused OSRU

SecAons 1 and 2 of this chapter outline are the same as Sections
1 and 2 of the preceeding chapter outline (B): Section 3 differs
from Section 3 of that chapter outline as follows:
3

Autonomy,- Change: Uses Viewed Thrdugh Independent Autonomous
Problem-Focused OSRU

Autonomy
1: These CSRU and Their University wix'oinents
(a) The importance of university policy
(b) The importance of establidvd intelledual-bud
jurisdictions and their incentives

Totnian
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FOR COMPLETED PROJECT (cont)
(c) Incongruence between goals of OSRU and thick/
of established schools and departments
(d) Non-camplementarity of incentives--of OSRU and those
of established schools and departments
(e) Summary of constraints in university environment
(1)'Academic individUaliSi
(2) Disciplinary and professional Specialism
(3) Disciplinary/professional-field to problem-focused
levels of abstraction
These OSRUand Change in the University-,
(a) "Successful" instances represent change along
severalAimensions in the university context

(b) Academic-individualism-to-colleotivism:
(c) Disciainary to interdisciplinary modesAt res rch
(d) Disciplinary/professional field to problem4ocueed
levels of abstraction
These OSRUrand Uses of the,University
(a) Such OSRU are important to the goals of coalitions
interested,in Promoting social-Troblem or polipyoriented researdh,' 'including

(1) government research spOnsors
(2) problem-oriented academic social:scientists
(3) university administratorsimterested in developing
socialprobleft research concentrations in their
universit7
(b) Such OSRU thus advande a cluster of'goals and
interests which differ froM those of-the established
disciplinary and professional units
F.

Conclusions
1.
20
30

The importance of OSRU
The Variety of OSRU
Constraints ,on Autonoxv of OSRU
a. The importance of Independent Autonomous Problem- ocused
OSRU and Indarendant Autonomous Interdisciplinary OU
b
The Importance of University Policy
c, Academic Career Patterns
d.' Incentives:
The Organization-Discipline/Professional Field
Nexus
Staffing
Staffing,' Incentives,' Careers

4; Leadership,' nCritical Mese and Corporate Identity
a.'
Enabling Conditinns for Success
b.' The Importance of Leadership
(1) The Nature of Research Leadership in a University
Setting
(2) Leadership and Negotiation
(3) Leadership and Incentives
b. Critical Mass
c. Corporate Identity and Corporate Effects
Totman
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I11.

THESIS
44,0

Overvi

The first section proposes a typolo
research units in the university.

of organized social

The second section summarizes the

over-all thesis: The third section summarizes constraints inherent in
the university co teat which face any effort to develop organized soctal
research units,

It streeses-the difficulties which face free-standing,

autonomous: social-problen-oriented units as these are the types which
seem to offer the greatest potential for change in the university and
thus reveal most clearly the operating dynamics of the university environ-

ment: The final section summarizes requirements for the creation and
operation of successful units of this type:

91 Typology of Crganized Social Research tlnits in Quality
Universities
1.

Organized SCICi4 research units (CSRUs) in the eight

universities studied extensIvely and in the:three studied-mor

constitute

universe of great diversity.

This

diversity

intensively

is important

because it influences efforts to generalize about these types of
university units.

Th_

fore; a provisional classifjcaton is needed,

the CSRUS in the universitts studied in this project will be classed in
terms of the following dimensions:

Tatman
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2.

Location:- Units are found in different administra-

The key elements here are
administrative overview and budgetary placement.
Four locations
are possible=
in departments, in professional schools,
free-standing, and on the border of,the university.
Departmental
and professional school OSRUs are responsible to the chief
administrative officers of those units and are carried on,the
budgets of those units.
Free-standing units have independent
budgetary status and report to academic administrators -higher
than professional school or departmental chief administrators.
OSRU units on the border of the university are not administered
by the university administration for purposes Of personnel,
tive locations in the university.

fiscal, or extramurally funded project management, although
the university may contribute money to them, or vice-versa, and
though they may have intimate intellectual relationships with
members of departmental units in the university on the borders
of which they fall.
Within the
various possible locations in the universlty, different types
_

3.

Facilitative/Autonomous Programs,:

---

A distinction can be made between units
with programa which are facilitative and those which are
autonomous.
A facilitative program is one which is designed
primarily to further the purposes of affiliated faculty by
providing an administrative-budgetary context
1 which support services necessary for carrying on research can be-of-fered to them, without at the same time furthering substantive
purposes of its own which are predetermined and.defined independently of purposes of individual members. An autonomous
program, on the other hand, is one which is not simply the expressi" of the combined research interests of affiliated faculty
at any point
time.
of units are possible.

.

Totman
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4.

Disci liner Interdisc -lina
ocial Problem
Oriented Programs:
This distinction is between

activities that every practitioner can recognize as disciplinary,
interdisciplinary (but still "academic"), or social problemoriented.
This dietinction is not without amaiguity. The
ambiguity inheres in the social problem category.
In sociological

.

writings on the utilization of research a distinction is usually made between applied and theoretical research, or disciplinary
and problem-oriented work.
Often it is'indeed the case that
a distinction between problem-oriented and disciplinary work
can readily be made.
However, if one reflects on the fact that
the elements of a social problem or the needs of research
using agencies are manifold, then it becomes obvious immediately
that in many cases disciplinary research is perfectly useful
and therefore might be considered both disciplinary and problem
oriented.
Nevertheless, this distinction will be employed
for the moment.
The results of this set of distinctions are
the.foll-wing types of organized social- research units in
universities:
5.

Pro essional school un
It is assumed
here that professional school units are oriented toward the'
intellectual and practical'concerns of the professional
a.

:

schools, although in terms of.those interests they may be
facilitative or autonomous. -Thus:
1) Autono ous, social problem-oriented units2) Facilitative, social problem-oriented units
Departmental
b.
The programs of
.departmentel units are probably disciplinary.
However,
it is not inconceivable that soMe individuals may be-working
in -new or fringe areas of departmental concerns which are
difficult to distinguish from interdisciplinary work.
Further-.
more, it is the case that in most disciplines there are'
-clearly discernable social problemioriented segments..

Totman
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Thus:

FaCil ta

Autonomous

ve

Disc plinary
Inte

Social Problem Oriented
For purposes of this
study, the free-standing with interdisciplinary and social
problem oriented programs are potentially, the most intere
C.

Free-standin

Units:

ikVs

of the organized social resnarch units..

And

types (or four tYpes if you prefer)., it is-the
:social problem oriented units 7Which nre the-m-ost interesting;
-1n-some cases, such-units-represent-departures Irom7t adttional
academic goals -organization and-adMinistratIon OU_.sOme_magni
Such units can be normatively.:relatively:.well-integrated
tude.
around programmatic _objectives. Members can hecome:more
committed to the units and-its personnel:and goals than to
any other campns' units'. 'There can'be7relatively hierarchicalauthority relationships, at least In the'self-COnscions.'
'allocation of funds- and other-reSourdes,by-Ainit leadership-,

There can be relatively. 0.gntly-among affiliated staff.
organized,---mmlti-member proiects withclear-cut divisions

of a kind not typically found In professional schools and
departments (this statement applies to faculty-members).
AutonomOus

Disciplinary

Interdisciplinary
Social Problem Oriented

Torman

Fa- l

ative

d.

Border:
Units on the
_

For the most part,

border
organized social research units on the university
are probably
uniformly autonomous and social-problem oriented.
Such units are not without interest because they enable one
to understand the intellectual boundaries established by the
university of which they are a part, and enable one to
understand the forces playing on universities which lead to,

Often theY deirelop either outside the
their crea ion.
administrative purview of the university administrat*on or
end up there after-being created as _integral units.

None of the following assertions apply to organized
social research ur,tt on the university border.
in addition--,-it-is -primarily the free-standing,--autonomous,

social-problem oriented units whi h are at the focus of the
It should be clear from the context just
ensuing discussion.
which types of OSRUs are being referred to in what follows.
The General Thes s
Organized- social research unita in the quAlity..

Cons dere&
American university ocCupy a paradoxical position..
--historically, over the wholeperiod from around- 1915 to
1970, they represent the administrative-embodiment:Of the
research function in the -quality university.: As:sUCh,they
represent an increaSe- in the research.effort-.6f--adadeMiC.-social'.-

scientists', and represent also a reduction An' the:time, devOted:

by Social .scien ist faculty_to teaching.:

t is perf,eCtlyi_claar

also,..however, that, both 'as.a. matter,ofuniversity.policy,
-and as:4 result of the. -internal.operating dynamiC
'and of social science:disciplines- -they' .are- distinctly

-subordinate -in importanceto-departments-and-professional
schools, and generally do not- represepr departures, froM

raditional academic-administrative.and.organizatiOnal_pat
terns, or programmatic interests.' This -reServation applies to_
Tatman
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all types of organized social-research -units, but is more important for free-standing, autonomous OSRUs. than _it is for

free-standing facilitative units, or Tor_ either depart ental
ot professio nal Achoel units. -$_ople fredatanding,
autonomous OERUs may represent-.iAnovative mutations in theinternal life of universities..and in their .relations w

"outside

organizations, but as a- general.-.rule the tibstadles to.

creation And opera ion of--such'.units are too tlifficult to'

overcome.

Successful cases:therefore b.edome interesting for

the lessons they can provide in the:way universities'and social
Fill
science disciplines (ds-so.cial systems)
it is perfectly clear that, whatever the-seductive force of
outside monies-and _outside opportunities -the ,Most Towerful
.forces at work in universities are centr petal - thoSe of
institutional maintenance.
D.

The Importance of OSRUs:

The remarks in this paragraph apply t_ all types
These units represent-the-embodiment of ,the research
of OSRUs.
function in the university. They Are invariably administrative
budgetary vehicles (and sometimes .vital, integrated_res.earch
Work groups) for allocating and managing large amounts- .of

extramural funds to, salaries, technical support services,

secretarial services, and the other requisites of empirical
social research.- Everywhere their primary purpose-and raison
d'etre is to foster and support research.
'This is seen clearly enough in .the-contempo ary
period, but is seen even mote clearly in the pre-World War II
---Iveriod:back to.1915, when .research_was.not_as.securely es-,

tablished as the primary function of university social scientists.

Totman

Contemporary writing of that period on uniVersity organizedsocial re-search units always emphasized the desire, in
-reating.such units, to upgrade and increase the .amount

faculty effort devoted.to research. Such units appear,
during that period., to.have_been one_vehicle-useti by-research-.
minded faculty to free themselves,from onerous teaching
burdens in order to devote more time to research.
'As the number of such units, the-funds they controlled,
and the number of affiliated faculty members has lncreased,-.

So has the faculty effort devoted in-teaching declined,
where "effort devoted to teaching" means the contractually
stipulated course load of the-affiliated faCulty meMber-.

The

administrative practice
administered thtough.such units with _reduction ift-time
allocated to courses taught by faculty.is "released time
from-teaching", whereby affiliation with an-organized social
research unit automatically releases one .from a- portion of

_the contractually agreed on teaching obligation.
Thus, in OSRDs one sees that the redearch connerns of-faculty andadministrators, aided by increases in outside mon .e's

has increased-significantly the research effort of faculty
and has changed over a considerable period of: time the balance
between-teaching and research.* Thus, such-units are the
expression ofsignificant forces.at work-in the lifeof the
quality university over the period in- question-._.

In addition-there.arecases_ in which' university-. OSRUs of- he-;
free-atanding,-autonomous.kind represent important innovative
mutations in the internal_ life-of the 'parent- university.

*This argument has been developed by Robert Nisbet
De 'tadation of the Academic DO,gma (1970).
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However, _enerallyieven where such is the goal of a particular
unit,'the obstacles to
accomplishment of-this which
are inherent in the university are too great to- overcome.
E.

Constraints on the Position of Organized Social
Research Units in the Universi y
1.

The operation of these units (OSRUs) is

constrained by university po icy, and as a result of_ the

internal opevating dynamic of universities and the social
science disciplines.
They are reduced by university policy
to a decidedly seCondary role to the departments and the professional schools, and must, fuxthermore, contend with the existing
constellation of power- repreiented by-departments-and-professlonal
schools, and their monorolization of the incentives- Critical
to those making careers as social scientists.
The importance
Constraints and Types of OSRU:
of such constraints varies with the different types of OSRU.
Such constraints are not particularly important for facil2.

itative units, regardless of their location, because they
are intended to, and do, complement research in the existing
research work areas -f the university.
It is difficult to
avoid the conclusion that facilitative units fit most easily
into a univermk y context.
Essentially, such units are
simply bundles of research support serVices which help increase the research production of the faculty and have no
discrete programmatic goals of their own.
.

Such constraints are important, but still not critical
departmental and professional school autonomous units. -Such units
do-not appear to conflictwith- programmatic, administrative,and organizational patterns which generally extt in departments
In particular instances, of course,
and professional schools.
such units in departments and professional schools can create
Tatman
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problem_ and encounter obstacles when they try to be innovative, but generally these are of a different order than
those encountered by free-standing, autonomous-units.
Such constraints are most important for the _free-standing,

autonomous OSRU, severly circu scribing the degree to which
they can accomplish the innovative programmatic purposes for
which, as a general-rule, they are created.
Nevertheless, there
are instances of free-standing, autonomous units mhich are
successful.
The conditions which facilitate -this succesS can
be seen through a. conSideration of succeisful cases.

.

Constraints Posedjly_Univer'ity_Folicy.i.

These remarks apply to f .e-standing, autoWhat!is not often emphasized in writings on
a.

nomous, OSRUs.

organized social research units, although it is perfectly
obVious, is that the:university,. as a matter of self-conscious
policy-, refuses to allocate to,such units the material or symbolic resources which-are critical to making a career-as e
social scientist )
and thus to the success of such units.
None o- the three universities studied intensively for this project granted.the right to (1) recruit :aculty to the tenure
track, (2) establish basic salaries, (3) promote through ranks
to tenure, or (4) make the basic decisions on salarY increments.

Furthermore, with but minor exceptions, in the three universities studied members.of organized- social research units must
be faculty members in.: departmental or profeSsional school
.units of the universi y.
The view taken here is that these constraints imposed
by university policy are every bit as important as the disciplinary conservatism usually cited as the primary reason
why social scientists tend to work in traditional disciplinary modes.
In fact, it is the university as an organization

Totman
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which provides the meter al and inst tutional basis for organ--

ized social research and through the decisions just listed makes
it possible for certain constellations of concepts, skills, and
interests to survive and flourish while others cannot become
securely: established.
Everywhere, furthermore, such units are supported by
extramural fundsand practically never by-the university's
"hard" fund*. _Vniversities will provide "start-up" monies
onoccasslon, but generally_thia is paid back, as intended,
many times over by outside funds.this means that work
in the program areas represented by organized social:research
units is 'generally undependably supported over the relatively
d
long periods of time necessary to develoP a irtici.ilarfieldàf
endeavor With all that this means in terms of conceptual in
novations, cumulation of research findings, recruitment of new
workers, and so on.
b.

The basic Justification. for .this policy

is to be found in the fact that the university must make,
in its tenure decisions, and also in its broader developmental
decisions, ve ry long-term commitments of precious-resources.
Such commitments, it should .be noted, are not only to individuals,

but are also to the conceptual constrellations in different
fields,- sub-fields and research work areas which 'in turn
are housed in departments, professicml schools, and organized
Conservatism in such decisions is widely felt
.research units.
by .university -administrators_to.. he the...wisest

The._

.most sagacious administrators are acutely conscious of-the rapidity with which faculty quality can decline, :and the energies
and resources of the university be drawn off into preoccupations
WhiCh so-oh enough are Shown tb-be-stitile,:or- do not--SeeM to

-be...in keeping with a universities primary responsibility to
Thus- com-p-rodu e-fundamental knowledge and understanding.

Totman,
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mitment of resources to a particular research work area will
not be made until the intellectual foundations of a research
work area are securely established.
The competitive situation
in which quality universities find themselves certainly

encourages such a conservative stance.- But beyond this, the
very nature of intellectual work, with its slow cumulation of
reliable knowledge, and difficult establishment of reliabl
critical standards, demands prudential, conservative investment
decisions.
Another way of saying this is that the most reliable
-

critical judgements are those made collectively by a large numbe
of workers in a particular field over relatively long periods
of time.
Investment of university resources, symbolic and materia
cannot be, and should not be, made until the collective critica
intelltence has been able to judge the results of work in
a particular area.At that point, investments can be safely made
in tenure positions, creation of new units backed by university resources, or broad areas of intellectual work in which
the university wants to develop (Asian studies as opposed
to African studies, for instance).
C.

It shonld be noted, en:passant, that _many

university organized-social reSeareh units are ieenbyuniver
sity administrators (and faculty) as vehicles- through:which
outside funds can be generatedfor activities:already-being'
undertaken,in the university br for new deOartnres'whith Can-:
not be undertaken without such' funds.

In.'extreme:Cases, this

.

represents a cynical decision to -"repaCkageeXiSting Activitiesto-appeal :to new-funding areas.
It is widely:felt thatoutside,
Perticnia government
fnnders prefer,to iAves.6 mOriey
_

separate administrative-budgetary structures.: ThuS, a_ this
extreme, such units arean organizational coping device selfconsciously used by university administrators and facn ty to
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support ,endogenously:generated developmental goals by rapPing
into rapidly changing lunding markets rhrough ptesentation- of,

whatever guise seems necessary to shake loose sufficient funds.
There are, of course., always justifications for so preceeding.
Many .administrators and faculty-, thinking along the lines
outlined above in the preceeding paragraph, mistruat -the
fickle movement of outside, particularly government, funding.
.

Reizing that sound intellectualdevelopment requires time,
pains aking effort, and many dead-ends, they are .unWilling

tojTTiw the lead-of-governtent-a-gancieS-tha-Oala-bhfch-will change with the next administration, or 'perhaps even
with the next research ditector.
4.

Constraints Inherent in Operatina_Dynamics
of Universities an&Discipl_inee

.

Administra on: The administrative ramework of the university may, or may not, seriously constrain
the development followed'by OSRUs. Although-it -is-not possiblea.

to.--generalize at this stage in this project, it is clear that

university administration bears on the OSRUs from creation,
thiough recruitment of staff, to administrative review of
ramural research-projects.
1) Organization of OSRUs:

The creation
an organized social research unit is generally the work of
a..committee, often headed by an administrative offiCer, And
generally a number of senior faculty members representing
a broad range of viewpoints and inrerests. In such circUms ances

it is difficult to organize radical departures.
Choice of Director arid Re
Staff:
Clearly one critical choice is
that of director of an OSRU.
This decision is generally taken
2)

To -an
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by committee, sometimes including administrative officers.

BecaUse suCh committees tend to repreAent a diversity o view
points and interests they tend to take conservative decisions.
ThAt is to say, any director chosen by a _broadHgaugedzunmmit,ted,
will tend to be chosen to satisfy a diversity of-, viewpoints.

Recruitment of staff generally must Also be reviewed by
academic administration. This is taken up again,.shortly,
because it is the departments- which seem to be critical -here.
3)

Adminiat.rAtivU_Review of- Extramurally
Funded-ProjectS:.
.At this,point, it

appears that in the three universities studied here administrativu'
review-does not-seriously constrain- thu-substantivd:nontentresearch,projects which pAsi throughthe.review Process. tc
outside Agencies.
Only at one univers ty was thd e some £ndication -.that
occadsionally offices-participating in- this .,review proneas .would

bring to bear broader-instituttonal criteria and:either
refuse
_
to-authorize prosecution of the'-pro ect under uniVersity_auspices-or return s proposal for Alternation-. ':.Inthese:-cases
he
particular projects involved appeared,to have,A too applied o
action-oriented component to bd undertake-with-University
sponsorship.
,

.

.

4) In sum, the university has at these
critical points he administrative machinery to closely
circumscribe the development and operation
,OSRUA -should
want to.
b.

Ca eer

atterns

Incen ives

S af

1) Career Patterns.

n

Certain rather
common-place and simplistic observations are necessary at this
juncture.
To begin with, certain imperatives or constants

shape the pro essional careers of social scientists.
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Achievement in social-research requires .a_commitment of many
years, not only for .training,'but also for even-mode
,research,accomplishments.

Careert are possible only:when an

-institutional envircinment -which offers long7teris and reliable

support, maintenance, and the-Apparatus necessary to allocate
rewards, is available.
Alihoueh Social scienti-sts Are
found in non-academic,contexts, itis still the case that universities provide the major institutional framework Within vhich-social research careers for PhD social scientists-can be .made.*
Two components of this institutional -f-amework 'should

be discussed here:.

(1) individual -universities and the'

Materiel-and- aYmbnlic resources they proV-ide--in stiiipo-rt bf

research-careers, and (2) a system of universities "whith together

provide a stable institutional environment for a large community of researchers.
:With regard to (1), the .critical feature is an administrative-intellectual context within which_a group of -peers can .confer on individuals the rights privileges and rewards which

enable them to pursue scholarly

interests in a-stable7context,

It may be that social science research careers can be made in
the non-academic sector - in government and in private profit
and non-profit research corporations.
Many social scientists
do work in these contexts. As Er as I kno
little is
known about social science aaraar patterns in these sectors
shall assume for purposes of t 's project that, although
work opportunities are available or social scientists in
non-academic contexts, it is doub t.t1 wheth r stable careers
leading to research accomplishment deemed important by the
general social science community are possible for any large
number of people.
Even assuming this assumption is correct,
it is undohbtAilY rue that the tuation is rapidly chuzging.
.

_The nritica

dec s on is rha_ to a.ard -tenure.

The wider social science communities spread throughout a large number of universities_makes regular judgements

about the value of particular individual accomplishments which
in turn influence the judgements of those groups of individuall
in particular universities who decide to confer the nniversitie
rewards on particular individuals
The existence of a large
number of such university sub-divisions, in addition to
makes-indlvidual
mobility possible, and thns articulation of-individual
ing-a-large number,-,of- researchers

interests and capabilities with the needk
_capabilities of different nntitutions.

nterests-,-- and

The.-incentives academic
2),Incentighs
social scientists deem most iMportant. are-:
Sniary

and- salary increments, (2) promotion
(3) tenure.

hrough ranknnh,

As a result of policy-decisions at-the UniVersity- idn
level, the right to allocate thene values ls vest-ed
faculty of certain academic-administrative units of the university.
Generally, for reasons outlined in V
b, above,
these are disciplinarily organized departments and professional
.

These rew*rds are the tangible and necessary_ requis
for a social science career. Access
positions, providing
these reguisitesare nec6ssary is -ohe is to have a Stable,
productive career in social research.
schools.

es'

Nowhere do organized social research units have the
ight to confer these benefits on their affiliated members
The most important benefits which can be offered by an o ganized social research-unit are:
(1) released time from
teaching, (2) summer salaries,
funds to defray research
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expenses, (4) in some c ses collegiality, an intang ble,
but important, resoqrce, (5) access, 'in some cases, to data
pools,

(6) technical and secretarial support services.
are not insubstantial_benefits. However, they are

These

substantially less powerful as incentives than those control:.
by the disciplinarl y organized units of the university.
3) IIALLLEEI The right to recruit
faculty to the university is restricted to certain intellectua
.administrative units, which have, generaliy, for reasons
already outlined above,-the characteristics of an already
established discipline.
Furthermore, it is. generally
university policy to restrict professional membership of organized social research units to faculty members.

.

amaware that in_some universities thire ..are.largeumbars
of tesearch.associates, often PhD holders,:who-.-ara. based
in OSRUai-not departmen s br professional_schools.:..In-the.
three.uaiversitiesbeing Studied intensively hare_.-there_
-were- some individuals in this category.but not a larse number.
Thete are often individuals Eonnted for short_petiqds
f_time- (up to- two years), sometimes as post-doctoral

fellows, sometimes as more senior-people._ But the-basic-situation is that the main staff of such..units- are also
.

faculty members.

) StaffingIncentives, Career
Some ConclUSions(a) Monopolization by, disciplin-

arily organized unitsof recrOitment to the university of
-faculty members- and the conditinn-tha staff of OSRUs must ba'
faculty members, megn,p that the programs of _subhunits, nra
.-confinAd by thA Array of laculty interests availablaover
:a particular period oftime on the particular camphs involved-.
.

(b) In like manner, until-it'.

is poss_bie to make a career-in universities inthe- areas
favored by partl.cular OSRUs the work of those units .will be
done -in ways which allow .--the participatimg -social scientists to

advance-in their careers-within-theadaimistrative-intellectuel
jurisdictions which have-to power to .ad-vance- or .retard those:
careers
In most cases this is the traditional- -disciplinarY

.

depart-ent.

((1)) Junior Faculty: Thisis emphaically the ease Iorjunier fadulty. In 'their 4wn
universities, they must satisfy the critical judgementand-,:
tastet-of -the-seniorfaculty-members_which_have-the-power
to reward or withhold tenure. Among junior faculty interviewed for this project, several individuale felt it imper-,
ative to produce work which would be:satisfactorily received
by the departmental senior group.
In so ,far as the programr
matic gOals of the ORSU with which they tight be affiliated
confliet with those of disciplinary Opartments, thia eategory
of -Faculty will not be able to effectively participate in.the
0$RU:programs.
.

.

The problem forthis category of faculty extends beyond the
confines of their own universities.
If, for instance, theY aee
commi tted to working in an OSRU the organizing concept and
programmatic thrust of which are unlike those of the traditional
department with which they are affiliated, their inter-univer7
sity mobility eould:be severly constrained. Although they, might
be able to find outlets for their work, the type of work might
well be unacceptable to the disciplinary faculty which control
access _to the major market.for social ecienttsts, Their careers
They would_run the
would Immediately become more precarious.
from the core of the academic
-f cutting themselves
Totman
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system and being relegated to units on the fringaof the
qualty university, to lower quality universities,.or to
falling completely outside the university system altogether.
((2)) Senior FaCulty:

The major material incentives allocated by disciplinary departments would seem to play a smaller part in constraining
the individual professional commitments of faculty members
after those faculty members achieve tenure. Neverhheless', although there are examples of senior faculty members who
have shifted orientatioss gradually or more quickly, the general
impression devloped over the course of interviews in this
study is that such shifts away from disciplinary pathways
are relatively rare.
Conceivably, salary increments, further promotion'

possibilities, peer esteem could all work to constrain
development of novel non-disciplinary orientations.
It
difficult to: argue with confidence. .at ,this juncture lust:

A tenwhat does indeed constrain this category of faculty.
tative explanation might be hazardedat this point, however.

With regard to individual research commitments of senior
faculty whO may affiliate with a social research units,
research directions may be constrained by the enertia of inThis metaphor
tellectual and career"capitalization."
refers to an individual's investment in acquisition of skills,
in gaining knowledge in a particular area, in developing per
sonal relationships in a field of endeavor, in achieving
through well-received publication an audience and an authoritative position in a particular research .community. The
if you will, in
achievement of such a "av-itical mass"
A professional life is generally difficult and takes a long
period.
A variety of opportunities .and.symbolic and.material.,
rewards follow from achievement-of such a poSition.' Trans,

-fer of such'skills to new areas takes time -and considerable
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In all, the intellectual side of research careers,:as
well as their social aspects, has a certain momentum in which
risk-reward ratio5 are such that it is .easier to continue
elaborating-a particular set of already-developed research
commitments than to develop anew a separate set of such
commitments.
effort.

5.

Conatraints on the Operation of-Organized Social
Rnsearch Units: _A Summary

Organized social research units in quality universities, taken together as a class without distinguishing
among them, have been important, over the period from.1915 to
1970, as manifestations of forces which have escalated research
as an activity to predominant importance in the university at
the expense of teaching, where teaching is understood to, mean
the faculty contribution to class-room work. Theyhave been
-important, also, thrOugh their own -"activities, in furtheringthis development.
But the research undertaken, if one -:ocuses on OSRUs as
a class without distingnishing among them, has generally been
in disciplinary modes, or has followed the establiShed-inter-

ests of the professional schools in which such units-occur,
and thus has fostered the growth of the existing:disciplinary
and professianl research constellations in the university.
The research undertaken represents the interests and comMitmets
of faculty dedicated to advancing the interests -of particular
disciplines or profeasions, and, understandably, of their
own careers within these established frameworks.
.

Those efforts to develop new, practice-oriented research
in free-standing, social problem-oriented research units have
been undercut by powerful centripetal forces at work in the
university.
University.policies, adminiatratilie practices, 'andthe effect on- incentiVes and aanctions-established.by.these
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policies and practices on career line possibilities place
powerful obStacies in the way of efforts to create and
operate OSRUs in non-disciplinary program areas.
These powerful forces conspire to prevent basic socialintellectual chang from occurrins in those research contexts
which are sometimes established to bring about such changes
and in which one wouad expect to find such changes
occuring.
These are the free-standing, social problem-oriented.
units.

By basic social-intellectual change is meint development of new, essentially non-disciplinary roles, strong
loyalty to non-disciplinary research collectivieies and their
goals, systematic development of practically-oriented
research which may not be able to win respect from disciplinaraudiences, snd establishment of concrete linkages around conceete
research projects between researchers in university contexts
and practitioners in non-university nontexts.
This is nOt to say that OSRUs designed to devAlop non-disciplinary program areas cannot produce researnh of highquality and practical worth.
It is to say that these same
obstacles make it extremely difficult to create and operate
units of this type which are successful in these limited
terms.

"Critical Mass" and Car.orate Identit As Prere uisites .for "Successful"' Urganized Social Research
Units o' the Free-Standing, Autonomous Social Pro 'ernOriented_Type:

Ar ument: The argument here is that successful research productivity depends on the ability of organized
social research organizations-in universities to develop a
"critical mass" and a corporate identity perceived both in the
university and outside it.
1.

To _an.
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"Successful" here means the ability
units such as this to reliably produce research which falls
within the programmatic definition of the unit and which is
of high quality.
Comment:

2.

All such units must to some degree be opportunistic, and
all will be limited J.11 the degree to which they can
depart from research which is of interest to established
professional and disciplinary constellations on a particular
campus.

This is a consequence of the cpustraints inherent in
the university setting which were discussed above.
Th_ idea of corporate identity of a research unit is not
original, although I cannot remember seeing it in published
work.
It is regularly mentioned by faculty when discussing
the operation of such units.
It refers, essentially, to
the development of an organizational image or reputation as an
organization which consistently produces high-quality research
which transcends the image or reputation of a single individual affiliated with such units.
Critical mass is also a concept which is not_ original-here.
Faculty members affiliated
with such units refer,, to the critical mass necessary to develop a "self-sustaining" reaction, to continue the metaphor.
.Enabling Conditions:

A nuiber of enabling
conditions appear to be necessary to achieve critical-mass
and corporate identity.
3.

The first is administrative support from
the univer-ity.
In theuniversities studied for this project
administrative support wee essential for initial organization
and planning of units of this type. In the face of administrative hoetility toward such projects their creation is
virtually impossible.
Furthermore, higher administration can
.be important in a number .of more positive.ways - initiating.
a.
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or coordinating planning, securing space, making small
initial contributions of resources.
In some cases, admin-

_istration representatives can be important in initiating
discussions with foundations and other outside agencies for
support, or entering discussions with such agencies at
crucial points.
The second is financial support.

Without
relatively reliable financial support nothang is possible,
obviously.
Substantial financial support acts as a magnet
b.

for faculty and students

who realize that support from a
Particular unit may help them advance their own research programs.
Generally, research unit leadership understandably prefers
programmatic as opposed to project suPport.
They prefer,
that is, a bloc of funds which can be used at the discretion
of unit leadership over a period of years (say, three
to five) to support locally initiated pro ects which:fall within the programmatic definition within which the unit works.
The least popular form of support in these unite in
individual project suppnrt, which, as has often been noted,
makes for an unstable Over-all financial situation, and
makes it necessary to spend considerable.time and energy in
search for support.
This kind of support, as a policy
followed by outside agencies, is probably self-defeating,
at least if one of the goals of such support is maintenance of
an organized research context which is assumed to more reliablproduce good research over a reasonably long period of time
than would support to individuals.
A single location which permits
easy access of researchers to each other is probably important.
c.
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Probably because no effort was made here totry to isolate the
effects of proximity of researchers to each other on research
production.

But such proximity is clearly felt by most individuals involved in such units to be very important in
producing important, though intangible benefits.
Leaders_

and "Mana ement"

Leadership is the single most important
resource in making such units successful. Without intelligent

leadership substantial financial resources will only be
inefficiently used and generally will not produce sa isfactory
results.

Individuals who lead such units must be relatively senior
persons with an established research record which commands respect from their peers and their juniors, and a;widely ramified hetwcrk of associations in the university and in the,
wider professional community.
Such, individuals stand at
the apex of university statUs ,hierarchles and ean thus
undertaYe the necessary exercises in politics and diplomacy

necessary to develop and sustain a successful research
Program in such a unit.
High status, though necessary, is not sufficient in-and
of itself to make such units work successfully. The individuals who run such units must lead in every sense of the
word.

They must aggressively take the initiative in recru ting
staff and in initiating projects when-that is necessary (which
often amoungs to the same thing).
As a general rule, this
is a supremely difficult task.
It is difficult-because it
means . that not only must projects be defined_which straddle-disciplinary a d problem,area needs, but indivlduals- must
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be found in the unlVersity, or outside it, who are free
of other commitments and can be persuaded to undertake a project.
These tasks entail thorough familiarity with both
disciplinary and practical or problem area situations,
and thorough knowledge of individual faculty interests, aptitudes and personal research situations.
Usually such projectinitiation is a subtle task achieved not so much through direct

suggestion, but indirectly in personal interaction with individuals over a relatively:lengthy time.
When one is deeply
set in a colleague work group knowledge of individual interests
can generate informally and gradually,- almost imperceptibly,
proj ect conceptions.
Thus, the line between aggressive ini-

tiation by leadership and spontaneous generation of research
projects and pathways becomes blurred:and difficult to ascertain.
In cases, where unit leadership does not undertake to
initiate projects it must be able to allocate funds to
projects which fit wellwithin the programmatic research
mission of the unit. In order to do this, some of the same

skills as those just described are needed.
Funds_ must be allocated among competing projects without
damaging egos.
Good political relations with departments

and with higher administrative levels must be maintained.
This often involves exchanges of favors of a delicate nature.
A summer,, salary may be provided, for instance, for a fauulty

member who is petitioning a dean for such support in return
for supporting released time for another faculty member from
the same unit so he can participate in the research,unit's
pro gram.

Maintenance of such essentially political support

can facilitate major accomplishments on the part of the unit
director.
Such good relations might ease the way to .achieving
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faculty status for a talented research associate more strongly
associated with the goals of the unit than with.the goals
of the other, tenure gran ing un t who would otherwise be
forced to leave the university.
"Management" is, as a general rule, not a word wellreceived by academics when used to mean self-conscious organization and administration of personnel and resources at this

level of individual researchers or groups of researchers in
the universty setting.
At this level in the university,
there do not appear to be administrative principles, of the
sort underlying management decisions in more bureaucratic
Research
organizations, followed by Unit research directors.
is widely understood to be a difficult, chancy, unpredictable
and highly individualistic process. At this point jn this

project, the single most important aspect of "management"
which influences resear-h production appears to be the
subtle leadership role just described.
e.

Critical Mass and Cor.orate

Critical mass refers to the mustering of
sufficient tangible and intangible resources to allow a
corporate identity to develop and continuous and highquality
research production to occur.

Small initial investments of money and energy may lead to
enough -publications or research reports to generate more money
from outside supporting organizations, may attract more staff,
develop technical and secretarial support services, and data
resources.
Increases in such resources facilitate further
putlications or useful research reports. A reputation for
.productivity begins to develoP.

Funding agencies, attracted b- the developin- corporate
Totman.

identity, feel confident that investment of funds will
pay off in high-quality research.
Faculty feel that association with the unit will enhance
their own ability to produce good research.
Funds are available.
Data resources and technical services are available.
Colleagues who can assist threugh criticism and moral support
the progress of others' work are.available.

Access to
outside agencies and organizations the cooperation-of which
are necessary to acccpiplish field work is made possible by
the contacts which can be provided through unit auspices.
At some point in this process, 'corporate effects begin to
be felt.
That is, the unit itself, as distinguished from
individuals affiliated with it, develops a reputation and
identity.
At that point individuals in
- outside
organizations

and in the university are attracted to the
unit itself rather than individualsin it.
A. continuous
production of high-quality, interesting, and useful research
becomes possible as staff routinely turn over.
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